
27/05/2020 

A Chairde, 

Many thanks to those who logged on to the TY meeting. I know some of you could not make it due 

to prior commitments. This is what we discussed: 

Pupils will follow a timetable as usual. Classes will go ahead every day unless otherwise advised. 

School uniforms are to be worn to all school activities unless students are given permission to wear 

own clothes. 

Work Experience will take place on one day a week this year. This is to provide continuity and gain 

deeper experience. 

This will happen every TUESDAY during term time. (Subject to change) 

 

*Any Work experience outside these dates must be approved by the school. 

Work Experience placements fill up quickly in Kilkenny due to the large volume of schools. I would 

advise that students seek a placement in an area of interest to them as soon as possible. Sample 

placements include: Local Primary Schools; KCLR; Kilkenny People; Pharmacies; Glanbia (areas of 

interest to your child).  

Some placements will come through the school and students will be advised of these through the 

school e.g. The Army; St. Luke’s Hospital. 

If employers ask if the students are insured, the answer is ‘yes’ and the relevant insurance document 

will be available in the office from September. 

Garda Clearance 

Students are now required to have Garda Clearance for placements in schools and Community 

Centres. I would ask all parents to start on the forms at soon as your child reaches the age of 16. 

Forms are available in the office. Please note that Garda Clearance can take several weeks to come 

through.  

Turas Acla 

The Achill Island Bonding trip has been booked for 07/09/2018-09/09/2018. We are not sure if this is 

going ahead yet but will keep you informed. 

TY Costs 

€150 to be paid first term in September 

€150 due after Christmas 

TY Contract 

Contract of commitment to be signed and returned to the office. This will be given to students in 

early September. 

TY School Tour 

The TY School tour will take place in May 2021 (dates to be confirmed). 



 

 
 
Transition Year is all about Personal development, a year that offers learners a chance to mature and 
develop without the pressure of exams. Students are encouraged to be self-motivated, proactive 
and organised. Involvement in TY projects will be available to all and students are encouraged to 
take part in at least 2-3 projects. Students will not sit formal examinations at Christmas 
Time/Summer Time but will be continuously assessed throughout the school year based on project 
participation etc. 
 
Many courses are coming online due to the nature of the pandemic. Tinpot https://www.tinpot.ie is a 
radio production/Audio & video Training course. They usually come to the school but are working 
online at present. 
 
Another initiative mentioned at the meeting was a very successful TY programme 

called STEMreach which Waterford IT has been running for the past number of years. In this 

programme, TY students have the opportunity to link with academia and industry. 

 STEMreach consists of a number of 6 week projects, each focusing on a different area of STEM such 
as chemistry, physics, maths/problem solving and in each project the TY students work with 
academia and industry to develop and deliver a lesson on this particular area in STEM to primary 
pupils. 
 
 
Please find enclosed an article with tips on how to get the best out of TY and links to various 
programs on offer 
 
I look forward to working with your teenager and here’s to a terrific TY 2020/2021. 
 
Is Mise, le meas, 
 
Mary Ross Sloyan 
TY Coordinator 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More information overleaf 

https://www.tinpot.ie/


5 GREAT TIPS FOR PARENTS OF TY STUDENTS; THE EXPERTS HAVE SPOKEN!!!  

Are you the parent of a student that’s starting Transition Year? If so, then this article is for you. We 

asked Ireland’s teachers to send us their tips for TY parents and we received some sound advice. We 

distilled their advice into 5 overriding themes for easy reading in the hope that you will find the 

information useful in helping your child plan for this exciting and unique experience. We set this task 

for teachers on the premise that parent involvement is one of the cornerstones to a successful TY. 

While this sentiment holds true for any school year, it is particularly challenging in TY for one simple 

reason; most parents of TY students never experienced TY for themselves. If you are among the 

minority of parents who experienced TY first- hand, you are well positioned to advise your child 

about what to expect and on how to meet some of the year’s objectives. You can share your own 

experiences (good and bad) and advise on how to capitalise on some of the fantastic opportunities 

available to them. If however you did not experience TY for yourself, don’t despair. The experts have 

come to the rescue by sharing their decades of combined experience so that we can pass on these 5 

great tips that we hope will help you help your child get the best out of TY.  

 

1. BE INFORMED A good place to start is with the DOES (Department of Education and Skills) and 

NCCA (National Council for Curriculum Assessment), both of whom have short and easy to read 

definitions of what TY is about. A quick scan of these documents will quickly reveal that there is no 

national curriculum for TY, and herein lies both the beauty and frustration often associated with TY. 

Each school is given a certain amount of freedom to develop their own unique TY programme 

(within the confines of the common guidelines), so it is important that you know up front the 

specifics of your school’s TY programme. Your school will host an information session for parents 

and it is at this session that you will learn about the programme specifics as they pertain to your 

child. It is important that you attend this session so you are aware of how the TY programme is 

implemented in your school, what the critical dates are and what (and when) any payments may be 

due. The matter of costs has come up so often in the teacher tips that it is worthy of special 

mention. Much of the criticism of TY involves financial “surprises”, which can seem endless and, 

almost invariably, ill- timed. Our teachers advise that you introduce a visible diary for the year ahead 

(for example; a year- planner in the kitchen) containing critical dates and, importantly, dates on 

which payments are due. If you have any questions about TY, ask them at the school’s TY 

information session! also find links to other information sources such as the DOES and NCCA 

mentioned above).  

 

 

 2. SET THE TONE AND OFFER ENCOURAGEMENT Parents yield significant sway over their child’s 

attitude toward school, and TY is no exception. The advise from our teachers is this; Be enthusiastic 

about your child’s TY. If you are negative about the year, they will be too. TY is a unique opportunity 

for young teenagers to explore their strengths, interests and potential. To make the most of what 

this year has to offer, our teachers advise you to encourage your child to; • Actively participate in as 

many opportunities as the year offers • Step out of their comfort zone and try new things • 

Volunteer, as it builds confidence and develops communication skills • Be pro- active 

 3. ONGOING COMMUNICATION AND INVOLVEMENT Your on- going interest in the programme is 

essential. Stay informed about what is happening in TY and be aware of what your child is doing (or 

not doing as the case may be). Ask them what they’re doing on a weekly basis and, if the reply is 



“nothing”, check with the school. While TY does not have the workload of Leaving Cert, there is still 

work to complete, projects to finish and deadlines to meet. Stay in touch with the assignments that 

are due so that your child develops the habit of completing tasks and does not “switch off” during 

the year. 

 4. THE WORK PLACEMENT A common, core element of TY is the work placement, though schools 

implement this in a number of different ways. On the face of it, finding a work placement is a 

relatively simple task with huge reward, but this is a massive step for a teenager. Help your child 

identify and seek a suitable work experience. Most teenagers have no idea what they want to do 

when they’re older, and this is normal. The work placement can be as beneficial in identifying 

unsuitable careers as it is in identifying suitable ones. Beware that your child’s uncertainty does not 

lead to inactivity. Use your own contacts / extended network to find suitable placements. It is easy 

to overlook just how far your network extends Lastly, start looking early. The process takes a long 

time, certainly a lot longer than your child assumes.  

5 LOOK FOR ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL PROGRAMME Each school has 

developed a unique TY programme that presents a wide range of challenges to a diverse group of 

(individual) students. For the most part, schools do this very well. With the best will in the world 

however, no school can realistically offer a TY programme that is all things to everyone. 

Understandably, activities that are individual and focused are sometimes forfeited in favour of those 

with a wider appeal and that cover more bases. There are numerous programmes, activities, 

competitions and challenges that do not form part of your school’s basket of TY offerings, but which 

may be ideally suited to your child’s specific interest. The advice from our teachers; Look for 

additional opportunities outside of the school programme. Your child may find something of specific 

interest, and TY is about making the most of every opportunity. There you have it; 5 great tips from 

professionals that deal with TY challenges on a daily basis. These 5 points are by no means the 

definitive pointers toward a successful TY, and education in a TY environment is more complex than 

can be summarised in one article. They are however great tips, and they can help you and your child 

get closer to the spirit and potential of TY, and closer to the power of this truly unique experience.  

Edwin Landzaad Transition Year Ireland 

 
 
https://learning.gaa.ie/futureleaders/ 
 
http://www.camogie.ie/file/Green%20Card%20Refe%C5%A0e%20Course(1).pdf 
  
 
https://www.smartfutures.ie/get-involved/ty-opportunities 
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